Tested... Proven... Trusted.
The Akron adjustable gallonage Turbojet nozzle is unmatched in today’s fire service for its flexibility and flow control. The Turbojet is a constant gallonage nozzle (flow remains the same in all patterns) with multiple flow settings for operator flow control. Use the Turbojet one time and see why it is the best nozzle in the world.

• Adjustable gallonage control to select the best flow for the situation
• Excellent stream performance at pressures as low as 50 psi
• Easy to operate from straight stream to fog with only a quarter turn adjustment
• Raised lug on the bumper for easy pattern identification
• Total compliance with NFPA 1964
The patented SaberJet nozzle is a truly multi-purpose nozzle with the penetration of a solid bore tip and the safety of a fog pattern. The Single Shutoff SaberJet has a unique three position handle and ball to give you solid bore, fog or closed positions. The Dual Shutoff SaberJet allows you to flow both solid bore and fog stream at the same time. This one of a kind nozzle is ideal for multiple applications.

- The ultimate CAFS nozzle
- Versatile solid bore or adjustable fog pattern in a single nozzle
- Excellent stream performance at pressures as low as 50 psi
- Single or dual shutoff models available
- Easy to service and repair
- Total compliance with NFPA 1964
Akron® Assault Nozzles combine the quality stream performance at a variety of pressures with the simplicity of a fixed orifice. It is one of the most versatile and easy-to-use nozzles in today's fire service. Superior stream performance, a quick change pattern adjustment along with a durable and simple design makes the Assault an unbeatable value.

- Excellent stream performance at pressures as low as 50 psi.
- Simplified nozzle training
- Lower maintenance due to a simple, rugged design of Pyrolite® construction
- Easy to operate from straight stream to fog with only a quarter turn adjustment
- Raised lug on the bumper for easy pattern identification
- Total compliance with NFPA 1964